GUTTER-CAT
CROSS GUTTER SYSTEM

“SIMPLE IS GOOD”
The GUTTER-CAT™ Cross Gutter System collects manure
from alley scrapers or tractor scraped barns and transports
it to a reception pit or storage with a minimum of moving
parts. The GUTTER-CAT System is very power-efficient,
using only a 1 HP drive unit to transport large volumes of
manure slurry, including sand-bedded manure.
SCRAPER BOX FOR MAXIMUM CAPACITY
The heavy duty scraper box pushes manure along the
gutter as it moves forward. The rear wall of the scraper
box opens while returning to the start position.
Standard model for 36”
wide gutter, other widths
available.

Bolt-on wear shoes make
it easy to keep equipment
running like new.

Built for the tough demands of sand bedding, all
wear parts on the Gutter-Cat scraper box are made of
long-lasting HARDOX-450™ abrasion-resistant steel.

V-GUTTER FOR TOUGH
CONDITIONS
Jamesway’s V-Gutter is selfadjusting to follow imperfect
walls or adapt to frozen
accumulation.

JAMESWAY OFFERS A WIDE
RANGE OF ACCESSORIES TO
FIT EVERY INSTALLATION

Multi-barn dairy complexes can use a single system to
service several barns for the ultimate in low cost and easy
upkeep.

END WHEELS
GUTTER COVERS
DRIVE UNIT SUPPORT KITS
TRACK EXTENSIONS

WHEEL SUPPORTS

UPPER TRACK
(CHAIN SYSTEMS
ONLY)

END-MOUNTED DRIVE UNIT

GUTTER-CAT™
CABLE SYSTEM
Best choice for
long gutters

The proven ALLEY-CAT XD™ Drive Unit easily handles
long systems with multiple scraper boxes, giving it
the capacity to clean gutters up to 600 feet long. Drive
Units feature extra-thick drum walls, hardened guide
shoes and heavy-duty gearbox drives to stand up to the
wear & tear of sand bedding.
Drive unit is mounted over gutter
(Recommend 25 ft minimum from wheels).

GUTTER-CAT™
CHAIN SYSTEM

Flexible layout choices
The compact DURA-CHAIN Drive Unit can be
located almost anywhere, making it easy to
accommodate your barn layout. Choose EndMounted, Channel-Mounted or Offset-Mounted.

CHANNEL-MOUNTED
DRIVE UNIT

OFFSET DRIVE UNIT
AGAINST WALL

END-MOUNTED DRIVE UNIT IN MANURE ROOM

GUTTER-CAT™ CONTROLS
GUTTER-CAT SYSTEMS FEATURE “SWITCHLESS” SWITCHING
Manure is tough on mechanical reversing switches, so Jamesway eliminated
them entirely. Sensors mounted “high & dry” behind the drive pulley count the
revolutions to keep track of the scraper box position in the gutter with incredible
accuracy. Adjusting the start and stop positions is as easy as pushing a button
on the control panel.
SCRAPER-BOSS MASTER
Well known as the ultimate alley scraper control panel, this is also an excellent
choice for use in Gutter-Cat systems. The Master control can send signals to
start manure pumps, agitators or other equipment when the Gutter-Cat system
is discharging manure, and the speed of discharge can be controlled to prevent
overflowing the pump. The Touch-screen control is exceptionally easy to use.
SCRAPER-BOSS SLAVE G-C
When a SCRAPER-BOSS Master control is installed for the alley scrapers in
a barn, it can also run a “slave” control for the Gutter-Cat system. Using the
“brains” of the Master control to operate both systems means the Slave control
saves you money.
SCRAPER-BOSS JUNIOR
All the basic functions in a simple and economical control. The SCRAPER-BOSS
Junior control operates in manual mode, automatic schedule or one-stroke
mode and includes easy “push-button” stroke adjustment. The SCRAPER-BOSS
Junior is extremely reliable and easy to operate.
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